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The College as a Unique Source of Counsel

Lung, and BloodInstitute'sappropriations
and authorizations and hassupported,by writtenstatement,
increased
In the past year, the
AmericanCollegeof Cardiologyhas
warnings oncigarette
packages,thedesirability
of sodium
developedpositionson such diverse issues as the clinical
contentlabelingfor preparedfoods, specialconsideration
applicability
of andindications
forphonocardiography,
cartime
for "orphan"drugs andextensionof patentprotection
diokyrnography,
ergonovinetesting,percutaneous
translufor drugsrequiringprolongedclinicaltesting periods.
minal coronaryangioplasty,programmablepacemakers,
Other emergingissues that the
College is monitoring
transtelephonic
pacemakermonitoringand the training rebecause of the potential for impact
cardiovascular
on
health
quirementsfor the safehandlingof radioisotopes
utilized
care delivery
include,among others:
for cardiovascular
diagnostictesting.Opinionshave been
rendered onautomated
blood pressuremonitoring,heparin
Reimbursement
by diagnosis,
infusionpumps,diagnosticendocardialelectricalstimulaPrimary care
networks,
tion, intraoperative
ventricularmapping, DopplerultraFree-standing
emergencycarecenters,
sound,hyperbaric
oxygentherapy,photoplethysmography,
Rehabilitation
centers.
digitalsubtraction
angiographyand rapidsequencepyelograms. TheCollege, in collaboration
with theAmerican
The College isparticipating
in the Medical Necessity
HeartAssociation,is in theprocessof formulatingstate of
Programof
Blue
Cross/BlueShield,the
declaredpurpose
the art papers on
treadmilltesting and the
indicationsfor
what
pacemakerimplantation.
The Collegehas initiated confer- of this program being to obtain advice on"constitutes
medicallyappropriate,
cost-effective
cardiaccare
inorder
ences to gainconsensuson the relative
sensitivity,specithat
better
allocations
o
f
communityhealthresources
and
ficity andindicationsfor diversetechniquesin the assessimprovement
i
n
medical
care
can
result."
ment ofventricular
function.Considerations
relative to the
All of the above would indicate thatopinionof
the
the
indicationsfor streptokinase
infusionin acutemyocardial
College
is
being
increasingly
sought
and
an
e
ffective
reinfarction and the
resourcesnecessaryto assure proper utisponse mechanism has been
developed.The Collegeis aclization of this
procedureareunderway.
cepting
the
new
roles
that
necessary
are
to be adynamic
TheCollegehas testified support
in
of the National Heart,
force in theemergingenvironmentof intense and understandable concern about medical costs and
socioecothe
A portion of these remarks has been adapted from an address to be
delivery.As a collectionof
presented March 21, 1983, atOpeningPlenary
the
Session of the 32nd nomic aspects of health care
Annual Scientific Session of the
AmericanCollege ofCardiologyin New
professionals
with themomentum,qualifications,
resources
Orleans.Louisiana.
and staffing to serve as chiefsource
the
ofcounselto govAddress forrepnnts:Suzanne B.Knoebel,MD, Indiana University
ernment,health care
agenciesand allothergroupsinterested
School of Medicine, 1100 West Michigan Street.
Indianapolis.Indiana
46223
in cardiovascular
care, the
Collegeis unique.If a balanced
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Thus, the conflict and the anxiety. Andreasonable
it is
to
solution to social and economic issues relative to cardiowill continue until
imaginative
vascular health care delivery is toimportant
be as to progress assume thatapprehension
andcreative
ways toestablishmodel or normative systems
in cardiology in the years to come as research has been
in
forclinicaldecision-making
and patient
management
plans
the past, the College is organization
the
to beconsulted.
areformulated
in orderthat the
contribution
of any specific
technology,procedureor practice pattern on patient outBalancing Roles of Patient Advocate and
come can bedefendedas a sine qua non for optimal care.
Cost Accounting
It is then that the medical factor of the total
equation
care
can
be
placed
in
its
proper
position,
w
ith
the
proper
weight.
Why then is there a senseapprehension
of
that can be

easilydiscernedat meetings of the
Cardiovascular
Procedures Committee,the GovernmentRelationsCommittee,
Mechanisms for Decision-Making
the Board ofGovernors,the ExecutiveCommitteeand all
List standards and information theory. Although the
otherCollege committeesdealing withcardiovascular
care
details
of how we must proceed are at this point unclear, it
guidelinesandsocioeconomicissues? I believe the anxiety
is
certain
that mechanismfor
a
demonstrating
the quantiarises from the
perceptionthat it is our
responsibility,
as
knowledgeor
the patient'sadvocate,to maintaincardiovascular
health tative relation among patient data, physician
skills,
clinical
d
ecision-making
a
nd
patient
outcomewill
care quality and cost factors
balance,
in
from the concern
need
to
be
developed
and
refined
to
a
degree
previously
not
that quality of medical care may
compromised
be
in the
required.
Explicit
lists
historical,
of
p
hysicalexamination
name ofcost-containment
unless we are ever vigilant and
to the or mancredible,and from the certainty that methods to assureand
ap-laboratory items that contributediagnosis
agement
of
the
patient
with
a
specific
disease have been
propriatebalance must be formulated before imposed acutilized
in
attempts
to
establish
quality
care
criteria. Profe
tions become
irreversible.
Although others have said,
"You
sional
Standards
Review
Organization
(PSRO)
standards
are
providethe medical opinion and leavecost-accounting
the
an
example
of
"
list"
standards.
Such
lists,
however,fail
tous," our intuitionand training tell us that the two factors
demographic,epidemiologic,temporal
are not easily defined weighted,are
or
not inflexible or to account for the
and
other
factors
that influence
diagnosis
the
and manageimmutableand that the latter is, perhaps, more subject to
ment
of
an
individual
patient's
disease.
Attempts
to weight
persuasive
argumentin the short range and, once
structured,
specific
tests
or
procedures
a
lso
have
been
unsatisfactory
as
difficult to modify. Medical opinion on the other hand, is
moderators
of
criteria
in
relation
to
the
clinical
state of
being modified
constantly
as research results, and new drugs
patient
at
any
particular
point
in
time.
In
addition,
c
riteria
and therapies are
demonstrated
to be of benefit for patient
assessment
of cardiovascular
conditions
outcome.It is not proper or prudent to leave
cost-accounting lists do not enable
for which the outcome could be affected by failure to secure
totally to others.
the necessary critical information.
Clinicaldecision-making
logic trees also have been utiConsideration of Community Resources
lized as a means to formalize
"expert"clinicalconsensus.
The
are
primary
Most of us have been trained and have functioned in
a problems with such trees numerous,the
eventualities
must beconsidered.
This is
medicalenvironment
of relatively
unlimited resources. We one being that all
were trained to use available
all
tools to diagnose and treatcumbersomeand makes theoutcomeunwieldy or even
unusable.
under the tenet that the more information
available,the
Stimulated
by considerations
of computerapplications
to
betterthe clinicaldecision-making.
For example,the imclinicalmedicine,
a
proposal
has
been
made
that
some
deportance
of subgrouping of patientsanatomy,
by
ventricular
gree
of
formalization
of
the
clinical
decisionmaking
process
function or
electrophysiologic
milieu has been
demonstrated
is attainable by reference to information theory.
estimate
An
repeatedly
to be of significance for optimal clinical decisionof
the
amount
and
significance
of
particular
any
p
iece
of
making in the relevant disease states. We are now increasbe
by rating the increasesecurity
in
ingly being asked to
considercommunityresources as we information can obtained
patient's
diagnosis ormanagementplan ocprovidecare for the individual patient. As the increased concerninga
cost
information
of
of qualitycare is an inevitable
outgrowthof the last few casioned by the acquisition of that given piece
expressedin quantitative
terms.
decades of research
productivity,
conflict arises when fi- and this change may be
Thus, when a patient is first seen,
uncertainty
exists as to
nancialconstraints
are placed on our ability to secure what
the
best
means
to
handle
the
patient.
Information
subsewe deem to be necessary
informationfor proper clinical
quently
obtained
reduces
or
attenuates
the
original diag
decision-making.
It is difficult to be asked to discard the
uncertaintyand directs a course of
benefits of the research that
producedfor patients in the nostic or therapeutic
termed
beencriteria
United States the highest standard of medical care inaction.
the This type of criteria setting has
mapping. In this system, criteriadeveloped
are
to reflect
world because of a lack of resources to pay for its utilization.
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sequentialmedicaldecision-making
based on the specific we address the art and science as well as
application
their
findingsfor anindividualpatient at any speci
fic time or at to the care of the patient. It is largely because of the gre
It is obvious that because theadvances in technology, diagnosis and therapeutics durin
any particular disease stage.
the past few decades that many of the major contemporar
process is disease- and pathophysiologically oriented.
sophical
philoor
nonmedicalconsideration
s that may impact on clinical de-problems in cardiovascular health care are
cision-makingor patient
managementplans can be tested socioeconomic, or both. Our new responsibilities are but a
logical extension of previous creativity. I am certain tha
forpotential
significance by assessing their effect on optimal
this same creativity will allow us to meet the
challenge
new s
care.
*
optimal
involvedin
achieving
balance
between
effective
Requirements
for best decision-making system. Whatever system is eventually established on which to basecare
Col-and the other components of the cardiovascular heal
care
lege positions on cardiovascular care issues. it should bedelivery equation. If we do so in a manner that estab
lishes a solid basis for the reasonableness of the positio
data-based either by existent or collectabledata, be clinically
between
oriented, have a wide spectrum
applications
of
and be com- we take, it is probable that an effective balance
puter-compatible
. In the interestadaptability
of
, the system individualpatient rights for quality care and wise use of
community resources can be achieved. This is the goal and
should be responsive to new knowledge and data. As a guide
usefulif
to research and education, it would
be the system the challenge.
assessed the potential of missing data for altering the We
de-must not acquiesce to the potentially emerging philosophy
that every citizen is entitled to an adequate lev
cisionpathway
. Of immediateinterestandapplication
would
of
care
but
not necessarily a maximal level. The result o
be theidentification
of areas in which no data are available
mediocrity
in
patient care is mediocrity in research and
or consensus is lacking. Finally, the system will need to be
education,
and
progress in cardiology would be slowed if
validated by our
membership.Individualphysicians may
not stilled.
dismiss "expert " criteria or standards as being "academic
"
c" unless they are personally
involvedin the
and " unrealisti
criteria-setting
process and accept the standards as their
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